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Sidebar 2.4: The States of QCD Matter
The study of states of matter governed by the strong 

force parallels progress in other fields of matter in 

which surprising “emergent phenomena,” striking 

macroscopic phenomena in no way apparent in the 

laws describing the interactions between microscopic 

constituents, have been discovered. High temperature 

superconductivity is an emergent phenomenon arising 

in strongly correlated, electromagnetically interacting 

matter. The first goals after its discovery included the 

mapping of its phase diagram, shown at the upper-left, 

and the characterization of the newly found phases of 

matter, including the strange metal phase. As with QGP, 

there is no known way to describe its structure and 

properties particle by particle; understanding strange 

metals remains a central challenge. Experimental 

progress can come by changing the material doping—

adding more holes than electrons—and by probing the 

material at shorter wavelengths—for example, with the 

angle resolved photo emission spectroscopy (ARPES) 

technique, shown on the lower left—with the goal of 

understanding how strong correlations result in the 

emergence of the surprising macroscopic phenomena. 

Near perfect fluidity is an equally exciting and 

unexpected emergent phenomenon, in this case arising 

in strongly interacting matter in the QGP phase. Doping 

QGP, adding more quarks than antiquarks, is done via 

changing the collision energy and enables a search for 

a possible critical point in the phase diagram shown in 

the upper right. The reach of the RHIC BES-II program 

that will be enabled by new instrumentation at RHIC is 

shown, as are the trajectories on the phase diagram 

followed by the cooling droplets of QGP produced in 

collisions with varying energy. The microscopy of QGP 

is enabled by new “microscopes,” such as sPHENIX, 

shown in the lower right, and upgraded detectors and 

luminosities in the combined RHIC and LHC program.
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